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Introducing DEmA: the Pavia Diachronic 
Emergence of Alignment Database

sonIa crIstofaro *, guglIelmo Inglese **

The Pavia Diachronic Emergence of Alignment (DEmA) database is a new resource for the study 
of the diachrony of alignment patterns cross-linguistically. In this paper, we offer a description 
of DEmA, its structure and the choices that have been made in its construction. The main goal 
of DEmA is to offer a platform that makes it possible to investigate the sources and processes 
out of which new alignment patterns come into being across languages. In order to do so, each 
instance of the emergence of a construction with a new alignment pattern is decomposed 
into a number of well-defined parameters pertaining to the initial situation in the language, 
the developmental mechanisms leading to the new alignment pattern, and the effects of the 
change. These various parameters are effectively implemented into a searchable format. This 
systematization enables users to easily retrieve and compare various type of information 
concerning the emergence of alignment patterns in the world’s languages.

Keywords: alignment pattern, diachronic typology, grammaticalization, historical linguistic, 
parameters of language change, database

1. Introduction11

Over the past decades, typologists have repeatedly stressed the importance of tak-
ing diachronic information into consideration when explaining cross-linguistic reg-
ularities (see recently Grossman and Polis 2018; Cristofaro 2019; Haspelmath 2019). 
Unfortunately, resources providing information on how specific phenomena devel-
op over time cross-linguistically are not numerous. Progress in grammaticalization 
studies and historical linguistics has brought to light an increasing body of evidence 
regarding the possible origins of different alignment patterns. Information about 
these processes is, however, scattered across specialized publications, and often not 
easily comparable from one language to another, nor accessible to non-specialists. 

In this paper, we introduce the Pavia Diachronic Emergence of Alignment 
(DEmA) project. The project aims to build a comprehensive open access database 

** Sorbonne Université. **** KU Leuven – FWO.

1. 1. The Pavia Diachronic Emergence of Alignment (DEmA) project has been carried out at the De-
partment of Humanities of the University of Pavia, Section of Theoretical and Applied Linguis-
tics. The project was also funded by the Italian Ministry for Education and Research (MIUR) in the 
framework of the 2015 PRIN call, project ‘Transitivity and argument structure in Flux’ (grant no. 
20159M7X5P).
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on the emergence of alignment patterns cross-linguistically, so as to complement ex-
isting typological databases on alignment, for example the three WALS chapters de-
voted to this topic (Comrie 2013a, 2013b; Siewierska 2013), which only provide in-
formation about synchronic patterns.

The data in DEmA is systematized in such a way that one can readily search and 
compare various type of information pertaining to the role of the different compo-
nents at play in the emergence of new alignment patterns. In particular, we propose 
to decompose the emergence of alignment patterns into three notionally distinct do-
mains: the initial stage of the language, the developmental mechanism, and the re-
sults of the change.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly outline current issues 
in the diachronic study of alignment patterns and discuss the possible research ques-
tions that DEmA will make it possible to explore. Section 3 focuses on the structure 
of DEmA: we first describe the parameters relevant to the initial situation of the lan-
guage (Section 3.1) and developmental mechanisms (Section 3.2). We then move to 
the parameters describing the effects of the change on the global alignment of the 
language (Section 3.3). Section 4 deals with the practical aspects of how queries can 
be carried out in DEmA.

2. Alignment patterns in diachrony

By alignment pattern is meant here, in a maximally general sense, any possible group-
ing of the three argument roles A, S, and P (Comrie 1989; Dixon 1994), in terms of 
case marking (nominal inflection, adpositions, clitics), indexation, or other morpho-
syntactic phenomena.

Progress in grammaticalization studies and the study of language change 
cross-linguistically means that a comparatively large body of data is now availa-
ble on the emergence of alignment patterns in a variety of languages across differ-
ent families and geographical areas (see, for example, Gildea 1998 on Carib; König 
2008 on African languages; Bubenik 1998, Haig 2008 and 2017, Verbeke 2013 on In-
do-Aryan). This evidence, however, has not yet been integrated into a comprehensive 
overview of the possible sources and developmental mechanisms that can give rise 
to particular alignment patterns (for example, accusative, ergative, or active) from 
one language to another. An early study in this direction is Harris and Campbell 
(1995: chap. 9), which, however, concentrates on possible mechanisms of alignment 
change, rather than the specific alignment patterns emerging through each mech-
anism, or the source constructions that can give rise to individual patterns. Anoth-
er strand of cross-linguistic research (e.g. Heine and Kuteva 2002 [now Kuteva et al. 
2019]; Kulikov 2006) has focused on the etymology of particular case markers, irre-
spective of the contexts and developmental mechanisms that lead to these markers 
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evolving from particular source elements, or the consequences of this process for 
the alignment patterns of the language.

In general, research on the emergence of alignment patterns in individual 
languages has shown that individual patterns typically emerge from pre-existing 
constructions, through various mechanisms of constructional reinterpretation or, 
sometimes, phonological change. The main goal of DEmA is to provide an expand-
ing platform where the available evidence on these processes is integrated in a ty-
pologically informed framework that makes it possible to compare different pro-
cesses from one language to another, so as to obtain data both on the emergence 
of alignment patterns in particular languages, and on the possible sources and de-
velopmental processes leading to the emergence of particular alignment patterns 
cross-linguistically. This type of data can be used to address different research 
questions about the diachronic origins of alignment (Harris and Campbell 1995; 
Gildea 1998; Mithun 2005; Creissels 2008; Cristofaro 2012, 2013, 2014; Zúñiga 
2018 among others):

1. What source constructions give rise to particular alignment patterns cross-lin-
guistically?

2. What developmental mechanisms lead from particular source constructions to 
particular alignment patterns?

3. What is the relationship between the properties of particular source con- 
structions and developmental mechanisms and the properties of the resulting 
alignment pattern, in terms for example of what argument roles are or are not 
encoded in the same way, or the distribution of the pattern across different con-
texts (NP-based and TAM-based alignment splits, or other types of splits)?

4. The same alignment patterns (for example, ergative or accusative alignment) orig-
inate from different source constructions and through different developmental 
mechanisms in different cases. Can individual patterns be explained in terms of 
some overarching principle that applies to all instances of the pattern, or should 
different instances of the pattern be explained in terms of different principles de-
pending on the developmental processes involved?

3. The organization of DEmA

In DEmA, each entry is a process that has led to the development of a construction 
with a new alignment pattern in some language, as described in published sources. 
At present, we focus on monotransitive alignment (i.e. alignment of one- and two- 
place verbs) only.

In line with a number of cross-linguistically oriented accounts (see, for example, 
Harris and Campbell 1995: Chap. 9), the development of a new alignment pattern 
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is conceived as a process that takes place within particular constructions, for exam-
ple through the reinterpretation of the argument structure of these constructions, 
or through the development of a new marker for A, P, or S arguments as a result of 
grammaticalization. This process will lead to the development of a particular align-
ment pattern for the construction in question, and may have different effects de-
pending on the original alignment pattern of the language in the relevant grammat-
ical domain. For example, the development of a new perfective construction with 
ergative alignment may lead to a TAM based split if non-perfective constructions 
use a non-ergative pattern. If these constructions have ergative alignment, however, 
the language will remain consistently ergative.

The most innovative feature of DEmA is that it allows for a fine-grained research of 
the various components involved in the emergence of new alignment patterns. In par-
ticular, DEmA is structured so as to provide information about three different domains:

1. The initial situation in the language, including both the original alignment pat-
tern of the language and a detailed description of the source construction in-
volved in the emergence of the new alignment pattern.

2. Developmental mechanisms, that is, the nature and dynamics of the change that 
gives rise to the new alignment pattern.

3. The effects of the process of change, including the alignment pattern that devel-
ops in the construction undergoing the change and the effects of this develop-
ment on the global alignment pattern of the language.

For each of these domains, DEmA offers multiple searchable fields, which are de-
scribed in detail in the reminder of this section.

1.1. The initial situation in the language

This domain pertains to the situation in the language before the emergence of the 
new alignment pattern. Two distinct fields are provided:

1. Original alignment pattern: This refers to the alignment patterns originally at-
tested in the language, along with any constraints in the distribution of these pat-
terns, e.g. accusative, ergative, TAM or NP based splits, and the like.

Only the alignment pattern pertaining to the grammatical domain involved in the 
process of change is taken into account. For example, if a process of change in-
volves alignment in indexation, only the alignment pattern originally found for in-
dexation in the language (and not, for example, case marking alignment) is taken 
into account.
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2. Source construction: This refers to the construction that serves as the basis for 
the development of the new alignment pattern.

In this field, we focus on the specific elements that undergo change in the develop-
ment of the new alignment pattern (for example, particular lexical items that gram-
maticalize into case markers, particular adpositions or case affixes that undergo a 
change in their grammatical function). While we try to standardize the terminolo-
gy used in the description of different source constructions cross-linguistically, this 
field contains highly heterogenous and language-specific descriptions. This is due 
to the fact that, for each language, different semantic, pragmatic or morphosyntac-
tic properties of the source construction must be taken into account that play a role 
in the development of the new alignment pattern.

As an example, consider the development of accusative case marking alignment 
through the reinterpretation of a construction involving the verb bǎ ‘take’ in Man-
darin Chinese. The entry for this change in DEmA is shown in Figure 1.
The language originally had neuter case marking alignment, that is, A, S, and P ar-
guments were not distinguished in terms of case marking. In constructions of the 
type ‘take x (and) Verb (x)’, where the ‘take’ verb and some other verb share a P 
argument, the ‘take’ meaning was lost, so that bǎ evolved into a marker for its former 

Figure 1 The emergence of accusative alignment in Mandarin Chinese in DEmA
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direct object, ‘acc x Verb’. This is shown by the contrast between the two sentenc-
es in (1) and (2), which illustrate, respectively, the use of bǎ as a lexical verb and its 
use as a direct object marker.

(1) Classical Chinese (Sino-Tibetan; Li and Thompson 1974: 202)2

 Yù qīng bǎ tīan zhǐ ruì-lìng yǐ zhēn
 Yu himself take heaven Poss mandate to conquer
 yǒu Miáo
 Ptcl Miao

 ‘ Yu himself took the mandate of heaven to conquer Miao.’ (Mè-zǐ, 5th cen-
tury BCE)

(2) Mandarin Chinese (Sino-Tibetan; Li and Thompson 1974: 203)
 Tāmen bǎ Zhāg-sān [...] jǐantao le lǐan xîaoshi
 They acc Zhang-san   scrutinize asP two hours

 ‘They scrutinized Zhang-san for two hours.’

In the DEmA entry for this process, the field ‘original alignment pattern’ has ‘Neu-
ter’, whereas the source construction field provides a description of the construc-
tion that gave rise to the accusative pattern: “constructions of the type ‘take x (and) 
Verb (x)’, where the verb bǎ ‘take’ and some other verb share a P argument.”

The need to distinguish between the source construction and the original align-
ment pattern attested in the language for the relevant grammatical domain is moti-
vated by the fact that (i) the processes that give rise to a new alignment pattern take 
place within particular constructions, and may be independent of the alignment pat-
terns previously attested in the language, but (ii) the global effects of individual pro-
cesses in the language will depend on these patterns. For example, ergative patterns 
have been shown to develop as intransitive resultative constructions with an oblique 
NP are reinterpreted as transitive ones, so that the S argument in the intransitive 
construction becomes a P argument, whereas the oblique NP becomes an A argu-
ment (‘x is Verbed by y’ > ‘y erg Verbed x’: Gildea 1998, among others). This 
process will give rise to ergative alignment for resultative constructions, and is in-
dependent of the original alignment of S arguments, for example whether they are 
aligned with A (accusative alignment) or P (ergative alignment). The original align-
ment of S arguments, however, will determine the global effects of the process in 
the language. If S arguments were originally aligned with P arguments, the process 
will only lead to the development of an additional ergative pattern in the language, 

2. 2. Glosses and translations of examples are generally taken from the sources. A list of all abbrevia-
tions can be found at the end of this paper.
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specialized for resultative constructions. By contrast, if S arguments were originally 
aligned with A arguments, this alignment will be retained for non-resultative con-
structions, leading to a split between accusative alignment in non-resultative con-
structions and ergative alignment in resultative ones.

A well-known example of this development comes from Indo-Aryan languages 
(see Dahl and Stroński 2016 with extensive references), where a tense-based split-er-
gative system arose through the reinterpretation of Old Indo-Aryan resultative par-
ticipial constructions with nominatively marked S and instrumental A, as in (3), as 
transitive constructions with ergative marking on A, as in (4). Notably, while there 
is a general consensus that the participial construction with -ta in (3) served as the 
basis for the emergence of a new ergative pattern, whether the ergative postposition 
=ne of Modern Indo-Aryan languages, such as Hindi in (4), is a direct continuant 
of the Old Indo-Aryan instrumental case marking -eṇa remains a matter of dispute 
(Verbecke and De Cuypere 2009).

(3) Vedic (Indo-European; Dahl and Stroński 2016: 18)
 ha-tā́ índr-eṇa paṇay-aḥ
 kill-PPP.nom.Pl.m Indra-Ins Pani-PPP.nom.Pl.m 
 śay-adhve
 lie_down-2Pl.Prs.mId

 ‘You Panis lie down smashed by Indra.’

(4) Hindi (Indo-European; Dahl and Stroński 2016: 12)
 laṛke=ne kitāb paṛhī
 boy=erg book(f).abs read.Pst.Prf.f.sg 

 ‘The boy has read the book’ 

1.2. Developmental mechanisms

For this domain, we provide a number of fields pertaining to various aspects of the 
processes whereby the source construction gives rise to a new alignment pattern:

1. Developmental mechanism: This field features a description of the mechanisms 
whereby the source construction gives rise to the new alignment pattern.

For example, the developmental mechanism whereby the Classical Chinese verb 
bǎ ‘take’ develops into an accusative marker in Mandarin Chinese is described in 
DEmA as follows “The verb bǎ ‘take’ is reinterpreted as a marker for the shared P 
argument, and the original biclausal construction is reanalyzed as a monoclausal 
construction ‘acc X VERB’.”
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2. Intermediate stages: This is an optional field that is used in case the historical 
scenario can be described as unfolding in a number of distinct steps. 

In some cases, for example, a new alignment pattern initially develops in particular 
constructions, and is subsequently extended to other constructions. A case in point 
is the development of a new split intransitive system in Series II verbs in Georgian. 
As discussed by Harris (2010: 213-216), these verbs originally had ergative alignment, 
but later developed a split intransitive pattern. This process started from transitive 
constructions with light (semantically generic) verbs such as ‘do, make’ and an in-
corporated object. These constructions were reinterpreted as intransitive ones, e.g. 
‘gave a shout > shouted’, as in (5). In the resulting intransitive construction, the S ar-
guments maintains the same marking of the A argument from which it is derived, 
leading to an accusative pattern initially restricted to the verbs that were derived in 
this way. A second step in the process was the extension of this pattern to all active 
intransitive verbs in Series II. As other intransitive verbs in the series maintained er-
gative alignment, this gave rise to a split intransitive pattern.

(5) Georgian (Kartvelian; Harris 2010: 215)
 gagad-q’o q’ovel-man er-man
 shout-make all-erg people-erg

 ‘All the people shouted, gave a shout.’ 

3. Type of change: This field provides a typological classification of different types 
of developmental mechanisms.

While this classification involves abstracting away from the details of individual pro-
cesses of change (for which the user is referred to the relevant sources), it aims to re-
late these processes to the general mechanisms of change traditionally discussed in 
grammaticalization studies and historical linguistics. We identify five main types of 
change (note that multiple such mechanisms may be at play for individual types of 
change): grammaticalization, reinterpretation of argument structure, extension, pho-
nological change, loss.

A. Grammaticalization: An element not originally used to encode grammatical re-
lations (e.g. a verb form, a demonstrative, a topic marker) grammaticalizes into a 
marker for A, S, or P arguments (Lehmann 2015).

An example of this change is the development of an accusative marker from a ‘take’ 
verb in Mandarin Chinese, as described above in (1) and (2). In this case, the gram-
maticalization of the ‘take’ verb into a direct object marker leads to the development 
of dedicated marking for P arguments, whereas A and S arguments remain undif-
ferentiated, yielding an accusative pattern.
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B. Reinterpretation of argument structure: A new alignment pattern emerges through 
the reinterpretation of the argument structure of the source construction.

This type of change, which has also been described as reanalysis (Harris and Camp-
bell 1995: Chap. 4; De Smet 2009), is illustrated by Hanis Coos. In this language, 
an ergative marker x=̣ is derived from an instrumental marker. Mithun (2005) sub-
mits that this is a result of a reinterpretation processes that took place in two types 
of constructions: passive sentences with 1st/2nd person P and a 3rd person oblique A 
marked with x=̣, as in (6)a, and transitive sentences with an instrumental NP like-
wise marked with x=̣ and no overt 3rd person A, as in in (6)b. Passive constructions 
such as (6)a are the only possible strategy to encode combination of 1st/2nd person P 
and 3rd person A in the language. As a consequence, the distinction between active 
and passive is blurred in these contexts, so that the passive construction can be re-
interpreted as a transitive construction with the oblique agent becoming an A argu-
ment. Similarly, given the lack of an overt A argument in (6)b, in this construction 
the originally instrumental NP can be reinterpreted as an A. In both cases, the rein-
terpretation of the source constructions leads to a new alignment pattern, in which 
the original instrumental/oblique marker x=̣ is reinterpreted as an ergative marker 
for A arguments, as in (6)c.

(6) Hanis Coos (Coosan; Mithun 2005: 87, 84)
a. x ̣ = lau kwanɫ tə=n=tsxẹwé-i:ɬ tə=x ̣  hú:mɨs
 obl=that_one seems-will that=1sg=kill-Pass that=obl woman
 ‘I may be killed by that woman.’

b. k’wɨn-t x ̣ = mɨl:aqətš
 shoot-trans obl=arrow
 ‘(He) shot at him with an arrow.’

c. x ̣ = yɨqántštextbarime:x ̣  mæ hanƛ eʔkwɨnai:ɫ
 erg=last people shall they_see_thee
 ‘The last generation shall see you.’

C. Extension: The markers used for particular argument roles are extended to oth-
er roles (e.g. from A to S) or the same roles in other contexts (e.g. from the S argu-
ments of particular intransitive verbs to the S arguments of other intransitive verbs).

Consider the case of Bats (Harris 2010: 210-213). In origin, Bats had distinct index-
es for 1st/2nd person A and S roles, as in (7)a and (7)b, respectively. Later on, the in-
dex for A was also analogically extended to the S of intransitive verbs with A-like 
properties (possibly as a result of contact with Georgian), leading to the rise of a new 
accusative pattern for these verbs. However, this extension did not take place with 
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other intransitive verbs, which retained P-like coding in an ergative pattern. As a re-
sult, Bats developed a system of split intransitivity, with S arguments of some verbs 
coded like A and others like P argument of transitive verbs, as comparison between 
(7)b and (7)c shows.

(7) Bats (Nakh-Daghestanian; Harris 2010: 212)
a. p’ay b-eyɬ-n-as ħo
 kiss.nom cm-give-aor-1sg.erg 2sg.dat

 ‘I gave you a kiss.’ ‘I kissed you.’

b. (so) vož-en-sŏ
 1sg.abs fell-aor-1sg.abs

 ‘I fell down, by accident.’

c. (as) daħ y-apx-yail-n-as
 1sg.erg PV cm-undress-aux-aor-1sg.erg

 ‘I took my clothes off.’

D. Phonological change: These are cases in which a new alignment pattern emerg-
es as phonological changes lead either to the development of specialized forms for 
particular argument roles or to the loss of existing specialized forms.

The first scenario is illustrated by Louisiana Creole (Haspelmath and the APiCS Con-
sortium 2013). In origin, pronouns for A, S and P roles were undifferentiated in this 
language. However, A/S pronouns underwent phonological reduction, possibly on ac-
count of their higher frequency. As a consequence, the form of A/S pronouns became 
different from that of P pronouns, yielding an accusative pattern, as shown in Table 1.

The development of a new alignment pattern through the loss of existing forms 
for particular argument roles is illustrated by English (Blake 2001: 176-178). In Old 
English, some inflectional classes of nouns retained a distinction between nominative 
and accusative case in the singular, the former used for A and S and the latter for P. 
As shown in Table 2, the distinction was realized differently for distinct noun class-
es. The distinction between nominative and accusative cases was disrupted by two 
phonological changes. On the one hand, unstressed vowels were reduced to schwa, 
so that nom talu and acc tale both became /'talə/. On the other hand, word final -n 

Person A, S P

1sg mo mwa

2sg to twa

Table 1  Pronominal declension  
in Louisiana Creole French 

Table 2  Core case marking in Old English

Case ‘name’ ‘tale’

nom nama talu

acc naman tale
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was lost, so that acc naman became identical to nom nama. The result of the loss of 
case distinction was the emergence of a new neuter alignment pattern for nouns.

E. Loss: This refers to cases where an existing marker for some argument role was 
lost in the language, but there is no clear evidence that this was due to phonolog-
ical change.

The emergence of a new alignment pattern as a consequence of loss has been dis-
cussed for Tākestāni, a Tāti dialect. Like many modern Indo-Iranian languages, Tāti 
dialects feature a TAM-based alignment split. In the past tense, argument roles are ar-
ranged ergatively: A arguments receive dedicated ergative marking, while S and P ar-
guments are unmarked and are indexed on the verb, as in (8)a-b. In addition, A argu-
ments may, under certain conditions, also trigger the occurrence of A-indexing clitics.

(8)  Eshtehārdi (Tāti dialect) (Indo-European; Rasekh-Mahand and Izadifar 2016: 
141; Yarshater 1969: 230)

i. Maryam-ā Hasan beza(d)
 Maryam(f)-erg Hasan(m) hit.Pst.3sg.m 

 ‘Maryam hit Hasan.’

ii. bābā-š bemárda
 father(m)-3sg.Poss.m die.Pst.3sg.m

 ‘His father has died.’

In Tākestāni, past transitive constructions have undergone several changes that have 
led to the emergence of a new alignment pattern. These changes are partly due to 
loss. In particular, ergative case marking for A and verbal indexes for P were lost, 
as shown by the comparison between (8)a and (9)b. As a result, past tense transitive 
constructions show a new tripartite alignment pattern (Rasekhahand and Izdifar 
2016 for discussion): S is the only argument that triggers agreement with the verb, 
P is the only available host for A-clitics, and A triggers the use of A-clitics. The pat-
tern is shown in (9)a-b.

(9) Tākestāni (Indo-European; Rasekh-Mahand and Izadifar 2016: 148)
a. ā ketāb xeyli sext ve
 that.m book(m) very hard be.Pst.3sg.m

 ‘That book was very hard.’

b. a jā ketāb=em bo
 1sg that.obl book=1sg bring.Pst

 ‘I brought that book.’
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1.3. The effects of the process of change

For this domain, a number of fields are provided that describe the effects of the pro-
cess of change leading to the development of the new alignment pattern:

1. Resulting construction: This field is similar to the ‘Source construction’ field 
in that it features a description of the construction resulting from the process 
of change.

For example, the reinterpretation of the ‘take’ verb construction in Mandarin Chi-
nese illustrated in (2) above yields a transitive construction with a P argument overt-
ly marked by bǎ.

2. Alignment in the resulting construction: This field reports the alignment pat-
tern in the construction resulting from the process of change. 

For example, if an intransitive resultative construction of the type ‘X is VERBed by 
Y’ is reinterpreted as a transitive one ‘Y VERBed X’, as is the case of Hanis Coos 
in (6), this will give rise to ergative alignment, because X becomes a P argument and 
is encoded in the same way as the S argument from which is derived, whereas Y be-
comes an A argument with dedicated marking, because it retains the marking used 
for the oblique NP from which it is derived.

3. Global alignment pattern following the change: This field describes the global 
alignment pattern resulting from the combination of (i) the new alignment pat-
tern of the construction resulting from the change and (ii) the alignment pattern 
of other constructions within the same grammatical domain.

For example, some processes of change may give rise to new perfective constructions 
with ergative alignment. If non-perfective constructions have other alignment pat-
terns, however, the language will end up with a TAM-based alignment split, rather 
than a global ergative alignment pattern, as discussed for Hindi in (4).

Another example showing why it is useful to distinguish between alignment in 
the resulting construction and global alignment pattern following the change comes 
from Galela (Holton 2008). This language originally had nominative alignment in 
indexation. A new alignment pattern as a result of the reinterpretation of intransi-
tive constructions with third person non-human indefinite A arguments and expe-
riencer P arguments indexes, as in (10)a. In these constructions, the indexes for A 
arguments were progressively lost, and the construction was reinterpreted as an in-
transitive one, e.g. ‘something angers her’ > ‘she is angry’. As a result, the original P 
index was reinterpreted as an S index, as shown in (10)b.
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(10) Galela (North Halmahera; Holton 2008: 272)
a. i-mi-tosa
 3sg.a.nonhum-3f.sg.P-angry
 ‘Something makes her angry’

b. mi-pereki
 3f.sg.P-old
 ‘She is old’

This change led to the emergence of a new ergative alignment pattern for the rele-
vant intransitive verbs. This is shown by examples (11)a-b, where the same index ni- 
is used for S and P argument as opposed to a distinct A index wo-. As the S argu-
ments of other intransitive verbs retains A-like marking, however, at a global level 
the process results into split-intransitivity.

(11) Galela (North Halmahera; Holton 2008: 261)
a. ni-kiolo
 2sg.P-asleep
 ‘You are asleep’

b. wo-ni-doto
 3m.sg.a-2sg.P-teach
 ‘He teaches you’

4. Constraints: This field is optional and provides further specification about pos-
sible distributional restrictions for the alignment splits resulting from the pro-
cess of change.

If there is a TAM or NP based split, for example, the field will specify the exact prop-
erties of the split (e.g. perfective constructions vs. non-perfective ones, pronouns vs. 
nouns, inanimate nouns vs. other NP types).

5. Grammatical domain: This refers to the grammatical domain involved in the pro-
cess of change, for example case marking, indexation, or word order.

Particular processes of change may involve multiple grammatical domains, e.g. both 
case marking and indexation. An example is Tākestāni in (9) where the emergence 
of a new alignment pattern is the result of the loss of both ergative case marking and 
verbal agreement.

6. Symmetry: This refers to the morphosyntactic encoding of argument roles in the 
construction resulting from the change.
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Symmetric encoding means that all roles are encoded though the same strategy (e.g. 
overt case marking, overt indexation, whereas asymmetric encoding means that dif-
ferent roles are encoded through different strategies (zero vs. overt case marking, zero 
vs. overt marking in indexation).

An example of asymmetric marking is accusative alignment in Mandarin Chinese 
in (2): A and S roles are unmarked whereas P receives overt marking by means of bǎ. 
Symmetric marking can be found in case marking in Modern English, in which A, 
S and P are all equally unmarked (see discussion of the data in Table 2), and in the 
indexing pattern of Tobelo in (12), where all roles are variously marked by indexa-
tion on the verb.

(12) Tobelo (North Halmahera; Holton 2003: 22)
a. to-ni-gohara
 1sg.nom-2sg.acc-hit
 ‘I hit you’

b. to-tagi
 1sg.nom-go
 ‘I go.’

4. How to use DEmA

DEmA allows for fine-grained searches of the various components involved in the 
emergence of alignment patterns. Users can browse data in DEmA in two ways.

1. By language: the full list of languages included in DEmA is provided in the Lan-
guages section, as shown in Figure 2. By clicking on each entry, users can visual-
ize all the fields with the relevant information on the emergence of a new align-
ment pattern in that specific language.

2. By field: our Search engine allows for queries on various fields, as shown in Fig-
ure 3. Users can simultaneously combine queries for multiple fields. Fields are di-
vided into two categories based on the type of query parameter that they allow:

a. Free text query: users can freely enter their textual query in these fields (these are 
e.g. ‘Language’, ‘Source Construction’, ‘Constraints’).

An important free text query field is the Keywords field. Each Language is charac-
terized by a number of keywords. These are intended as generic shortcuts for the 
various aspects of the historical process described in each entry and are meant to 
reflect the terminology most commonly used in the literature to refer to that specif-
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Figure 2 The DEmA Languages interface

Figure 3 The DEmA Search interface

ic process. Possible keywords include, for example, ‘ergative’, ‘split ergativity’, ‘nom-
inalization’, ‘passive’, ‘resultative construction’.

b. Selectable option query: users can select one of the pre-existing options (e.g. 
‘Alignment in the resulting construction’ features only a few options, such as 
Nominative-Accusative and Ergative-Absolutive).
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4. Conclusions

In this paper, we have offered an overview of the structure of the Pavia Diachronic 
Emergence of Alignment (DEmA) database. The database will be hosted by the Uni-
versity of Pavia, and will be available together with other linguistic resources devel-
oped at the Section of Theoretical and Applied Linguistics through the The Pavia 
linguistic resources repository.3 Once released, the database will be fully searchable, 
allowing users to query the database for all parameters and combinations thereof. 
The database is also expandable, and we encourage scholars working on the dia-
chrony of alignment to make their data available through DEmA.

At a more general level, the architecture of DEmA is unique in that it offers a 
theoretically well-grounded and explicit systematization of several parameters per-
taining to language change (e.g. source constructions, type of change, type of data), 
so that these can be effectively implemented into a searchable format. In this re-
spect, we hope that DEmA will also provide a suitable model for future typological 
resources dealing with the diachrony of other grammatical domains.

Abbreviations

1 = first person; 2 = second person, 3 = third person, a = agent, abs = absolutive, acc = ac-
cusative, aor = aorist, asP = aspect, aux = auxiliary, cm = (gender-)class marker, dat = da-
tive, erg = ergative, f = feminine gender, Ins = instrumental, m = masculine gender, mId = 
middle voice, nom = nominative, nonhum = non-human, obl = oblique, P = patient, Pass = 
passive, Pl = plural, Poss = possessive, PPP = perfect passive participle, Prf = perfect, Prs = 
present, Pst = past, Ptcl = particle, PV = preverb, sg = singular, trans = transitive

Websites

The Pavia Linguistic Repository: https://su-lab.unipv.it/tasf/
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